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A research more open, global, collaborative, creative and 
closer to society.

maximize the impact
openness collaboration

research is open
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https://www.hindawi.com/


Hindawi
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https://www.hindawi.com/post/a-radically-open-approach-to-developing-infrastructure-for-open-science/
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https://ror.org/
https://www.leidenmadtrics.nl/articles/publications-should-be-fair
https://doi.org/10.1002/leap.1361
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target by institute

map the institutes

 institutes/funders’ 
archives and databases

read/cited

more profitable

institute/funder

●
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Monitor and increase the quality of the editorial process

 rejected 
manuscripts?

 automatically prevent any conflict of interest

international sanction?

suspicious behavior

● reports

field of 
research?
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● new features in Phenom
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Initial ROR integration
Set for Q1 2021
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https://forms.gle/EXDGJ1dSvdfmNxJt5
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https://journalreports.hindawi.com/


business goals:

data visualization tool

● transparent editorial process

● read, cited huge 
impact

● findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable
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identify the journal static and essential information
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journals editorial policies
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Hindawi can push innovation

Crossref Event Data
Open Citation
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research more open, global, collaborative, creative 
and closer to society

Crossref Participation 
Reports
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globally representative 

collaborations from all over the world
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https://forms.gle/EXDGJ1dSvdfmNxJt5


The following slides were added at the end of 
#Pidapalooza21 and summarise the feedback 

we received on the google form to the 
questions and in the chat during the 

presentation
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First question
What other wild/exotic/useful user cases for ROR - Research Organization Registry at a publisher can you think of?

1. Topic clusters - orgs associated with keywords - articles on this topic were published here
2. Way to QC (quality control) and correct/standardise affiliations; link the institutions more easily with authors and 

funding and research publications; measure our global reach for attracting diverse authorship; review our peer 
review process to look for inequalities and potential bias

3. ORCID (for authors/contributors); Grant DOIs (Crossref) to acknowledge funder awards directly (not just the 
funder organization but the specific grant(s)

4. There are many - we are holding workshops to collect this info around usage data and they intersect a lot 
https://educopia.org/data_trust/

5. Like ORCID permits disambiguation. My institution found another one in the US with the same name
6. For soliciting potential guest editors for special issues
7. Open Source Intelligence for use by academic/scholarly researchers; law enforcement (LEO); the Intelligence 

community (IC) and citizen journalists & scientists
8. List of connections among ROR based on co-authors
9. Would prefer to focus on the badly-needed but not at all wild use case of correctly associated all authors of a 

publication with their institutional affiliation(s) in a machine-readable way that's open and easily consumed by 
other systems
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Second question
How can we make researchers more aware of the importance of open science and open infrastructure?

1. Show them the benefits for them and their colleagues and make it easy for them and ensure they feel it will not 
compromise them or their research potential by sharing their work and allowing others to build on it

2. Hit them with a big stick that has "pids are good" stamped on it
3. Work with funders - researchers follow the money
4. Speak of this. Concrete use cases
5. Make participation in it free, or linked to incentives like fee waivers, etc.
6. Guerrilla marketing and product placement in popular and niche entertainment and infotainment; chalk art in 

front of research libraries and related institutions; PR -- seed stories in public radio (e.g. in USA NPR; etc) and find 
sponsors in the political sphere who will cite its benefits

7. Make it obligatory
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Third question
What information and/or metrics do you think will (or should) be of most interest to authors? Why?

1. So many. I'm happy to share what we're learning from our author workshops 
2. Self-citations; top-six most co-cited collaborators (this is available in commercial tools, of course); # of open data 

sets provided at author and paper/publication level (eg an indication of sharing enthusiasm)
3. Reach
4. Downloads and Views of the paper/data/code. The structure of viewers/downloaders, too.

Fourth question
Where else should we showcase open data and responsible metrics from?

1. Help funders understand how open their funded researchers have been.
2. Twitter
3. The corporatesphere
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« Regarding providing author-level information to funders, my take is that is not the role of publishers (as 
it is inherently limited to the output with that publisher), but publisher can play an important role in 
contributing to such information as open (meta)data» Bianca 

«The use cases we're developing via the OA eBook Usage 
(https://hcommons.org/deposits/objects/hc:24148/datastreams/CONTENT/content) data trust intersect 
quite a bit. » Christina

«Design thinking workshops sound like a great approach to create dashboards» Kristian

«Showing information from Open Citations and Crossref Event Data, rather than using more closed 
alternatives - will send a strong signal not just to researchers, but to the scholarly communication 
community at large - creating awareness and (hopefully) support.» Bianca

«Can you help funders with metrics to assess how "open" their funded researchers are?» Jamie

«This conversation is right in line with what we at Make Data Count (https://makedatacount.org/) are 
trying to address - developing proper indicators for research data in a way that makes sense for 
researchers & research stakeholders. Required that upstream we all support these PIDs, data citations, 
etc so that we have usage/citation data to expose and evaluate.» Daniella
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https://hcommons.org/deposits/objects/hc:24148/datastreams/CONTENT/content
https://makedatacount.org/

